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Texas Post-Match Quotes 

Head Coach Jerritt Elliott 

Opening Statement 

“First of all, give credit where credit is due in American. (Coach Barry Goldberg) did a tremendous job 

with that team. They had a system that never let us get comfortable tonight. And they were the best at 

creating swings that we’ve seen all season. We feel fortunate to be moving on. It was good to face some 

adversity. I liked our team’s composure as the match went along because it was a difficult team to get 

comfortable with. We had some really good balance, which was important. I’m just really proud of this 

team and this program. It’s hard to get to this point and we’re looking forward to tomorrow night.” 

On Chiaka Ogbogu’s performance 

“She’s been really consistent for us all season. Statistically here numbers are really high. Attribute (that) 

to our passers tonight. They did a really good job tonight. They gave her a lot of opportunities to get 

some swings and we got here into transition. She’s a very physical player. She’s developing every day 

but more importantly she has a great head on her shoulders. She has good composure for being a 

freshman in these types of environments.” 

On what American did to stop Haley Eckerman 

“They just did a nice job of slowing down the ball. Our left side hitting combined was zero. It’s a 

challenge to win when your left sides are hitting that number. I thought she played really well. She had 

some good streaks and battled hard and had to take some chaotic swings too with some of the touches 

that we had. We had a difficult time, even though it wasn’t noisy, it was hard to communicate. For 

whatever reason, we didn’t hear each other. We had a lot of people crashing down on the ball and a lot 

of things we haven’t done in the past. I thought she handled it well and managed the game well. One of 

the things I look at is you want kill production and you want error percentage. She allowed us to stay in 

that game with the way she managed her game. We had only three hitting errors from her.” 

On where they’ve improved the most since the first match against Nebraska 

“Last time we played them we were in a 6-2. Now we’re in a 5-1. I think we are a lot more confident in 

terms of our serve receive patterns and getting used to it. That match was so early in the season, you 

are still trying to figure out some wrinkles and get accustomed to one another. I feel like we are getting 

better balance with our middles. We are able to utilize them a lot more when need be. We have a good 

team and when we are playing well, we are really good.” 

On the first set 

“We made some adjustments. Their touches on the ball were really good. They were transitioning. Their 

setter was dumping. We were jumping with the setter. She’s an experienced European setter that sees 

the game at a pretty high level. We made some adjustments defensively. We weren’t getting back to our 

base positions fast enough. We moved some things around with our block. We capitalized on some 

touches, which helped. More importantly, we got our offense going. In Game one, we hit .208. From 

that point on, we had .444, .361 and .351. We were able to get some transition kills and get some 

pressure on them.” 

  



On if losing the first set is a concern 

“I think it’s pretty normal right now. You look across the country. Penn State dropped a game again 

tonight. The level of volleyball is getting so good. I think the advantage for us is that we’ve dropped a lot 

of sets this year, so we are used to going into the next game and regrouping and playing at a higher 

level. I would imagine that we are going to drop sets the rest of the way if we are fortunate enough to 

advance.”  

On what makes this team so strong 

“The biggest thing is we have great left side hitting. We have arguably the best left side hitting in the 

country. We are great at a system, which means balls are batted off the net or passed off the net, we 

are great at swings and hitting at a high percentage. We’ve got great sides to the net, so our blocking 

can be very good. Overall we can slow teams down and be a good defensive team. Tonight our serving 

was one of the better nights I think we’ve had. We pulled them off the net and got them out of rhythm. 

The thing that makes this team tough to play is that we can get you in a lot of different areas. We can 

score by blocking balls. We can get good side out rhythm going and then dig the transition first block 

kills when our lefts are playing well.” 

Junior Middle Blocker Khat Bell 

On American 

“(American was) really quick. Their set to the pins was really fast. The middles had a really good arm 

swing. That’s about it, just the speed.”  

On Texas’ ability to come back 

“Volleyball is a game of chances. Every set is a new set. Us communicating with each other, just talking 

with each other about what we have to do the next time will help us out a lot. And our captains did a 

really good job of just talking to us and keeping us composed, ups and downs all the time. Consistency 

has been the key for this year.” 

On the fans entering the match late 

“For me, I didn’t notice until the end I guess. I wasn’t paying too much attention to them. I was focusing 

on the court. They were out there.” 

On dealing with the atmosphere 

“I guess for me it can be consuming sometimes. You have to block that stuff out and focus on what’s 

going on in front of you. Like I said, they did a good job of talking to us and keeping our focus inside the 

court.” 

Senior Outside Hitter Bailey Webster 

On losing the first set 

“We were just thinking that we needed to regroup and kind of settle down. Calm down basically. We 

weren’t playing our game. And I think at that point if you overthink it too much, then it’s just going to 

get worse. We just needed to clear our heads of that game and restart fresh and play like we knew how 

to play.” 

On the fans entering the match late 

“I was really focused on the court. Especially in a game like that against American you can’t let up at all. 

You can’t be distracted or worrying about other things. Personally I definitely didn’t notice until towards 

the end because they were so close to where we were standing on the sidelines. We were focused on 

American at the time. So we can notice that now, this next game.” 



  

On the potential of playing Nebraska 

“I think both teams are very exciting. We had a chance to play San Diego earlier this season and also 

Nebraska. They are two great programs. We have a lot of respect for them as programs. We’re excited 

for either team, but Nebraska is a great rivalry. We’re excited for it.” 

Senior Libero Sarah Palmer 

On the ice on her knee 

“I’m not hurt. Our trainer kind of just makes us put ice on parts of our bodies that are just a little bit 

achy. Just for preventative purposes. Don’t worry. I’ll be back tomorrow.”  

On what she learned from San Diego and Nebraska earlier this year 

“We went to five sets with both of the teams, so regardless of who we play, it’s going to be a great 

match. They are both different teams and we are a different team as well. We feel like it will be a whole 

new game. It’s going to be really exciting in general.” 

On how valuable previous experience against a team is 

“It benefits each team. They have the same type of players that we are going to be seeing. We kind of 

know their tendencies based on what we’ve played and how we’ve scouted against them. We’re going 

to keep the same things going and vice versa. They are going to do the same. They are going to know 

how Bailey (Webster) hits and how Khat (Bell) hits throughout the game. Both teams are just going to 

adjust. The one who does that better will be on top.” 

 


